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Abstract: In the Paper, there are identified selected touchless technologies with the examples of their use in specific areas of supply chain and there are also stated benefits and drawbacks of those selected technologies. Paper is further oriented on the RFID technology and possible combination of RFID with NFC or OCR technologies.
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Introduction

Nowadays, technologies from the environment of Industry 4.0 are booming. For some, those are old technologies as there are discussions of technologies of Industry 5.0, for others those technologies are considerably new. It can be said, that for the Slovak republic, where many companies have not yet started using even many technologies from Industry 4.0, those technologies are suitable to be used.

Traditional jobs, bounded to transferring documents to digital form from its previous paper form, start to decrease as the level of digitization reaches new levels each year. On the other hand, there is increase in the demand for correct and suitable technology and the equipment applied in companies where those traditional jobs were executed. On one hand those technologies, for instance automation and digitization, are great help in processes and systems, on the other hand, those technologies are considerably pricey as well as their implementation brings the decrease in job offers in those companies. This leads to negative effect on employment in the region. However, this is not the problem of this article. [1], [2], [3]

As the technology moves forward and the creation of independent devices starts to be a norm, it is appropriate to state that using wireless devices or devices that does not require use of manual labor of people to open them or to work with them starts to influence people's everyday life. Touchless technology comes forward, enabling new ways of access to those devices. Many people if not all already encountered touchless technologies in their everyday lives, however, not everyone noticed it as those technologies are taken as a common occurrence nowadays. Example of such technologies could represent devices as follows: supermarket's automatic doors, hand dryers in restrooms, automatic soap dispensers etc. Those are in some sense quite old technology, as time has progressed. It depends, what is the device or specific technology meant for to be used as for specifying the way the touchless technology is made for. For example, automatic doors located at some buildings are simply meant for opening and closing those doors after a person or some other device with specific dimensional parameters go through. In other words, the whole system consists of sensors and
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computing devices that enable communication with sensors at the right time. Other devices, such as NFC (Near Field Communication) mobile payment runs on technology NFC, that enables paying for products. In the sense of delivery of products by postal operators, there may be used quite a few types of devices meant either for collecting or delivering postal items. Those devices are, nowadays, usually equipped with advanced technologies, in some cases even touchless. [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [11], [13]

As a part of devices that belongs under technology Internet of Things (IoT) from Industry 4.0, those IoT things may be divided into two groups of devices. The first group is represented by things, which communicate directly, via touch between communicating devices. Those devices are usually connected by cables into the system. Second group represent touchless devices, for which it is possible to communicate without touch of those devices. A suitable example can be represented by payment via payment terminal, where a person can pay for products either by inserting their card into the device or by nearing their card to the device (this depends on the power of the field through which the communication is performed). Touchless communication may be transferred in different fields. Communication between devices can be transmitted either by magnetic fields, by electric fields or by communicating via ultrasound or radiofrequency. Also, control over devices may be performed either by gestures (those are camera-based, for example Gesturetek, Kinect, No-Touch Touchscreens), by eye tracking, by voice (i.e., Siri, Alexa), by ultrasound control (for instance Elliptic) and by proximity sensors (i.e., thermometer, distance sensors and so on). [7], [8], [9], [10], [15]

This Paper is further oriented on the touchless technology, specifically on human-machine interface (HMI) technologies. In the section “Results” there are specified touchless technologies applied in logistics sector, their advantages, and disadvantages as well as stated some possible devices, where selected technologies can be applied.

**Purpose and methodology**

The aim of the paper is to identify possibilities of implementing touchless technologies in postal company, as well as identifying advantages and disadvantages of such technologies. The explanatory methods used in writing the article fall into the general theoretical methods within the type of method. We excerpted data from secondary data sources, synthesized them based on analogy. Furthermore, there is comparison of benefits and drawbacks of selected touchless technologies as well as number of interested companies in specific touchless technology.

**Results**

Possible application of touchless technologies into systems may be found in different areas of use. Depiction of HMI technologies, on which were companies working in 2020 are portrayed in Table 1. As can be seen, the most utilized technologies by companies concern voice recognition, gesture recognition and the use of different sensors. The least worked on technology is proximity touch screen. [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Selected HMI touchless technologies</th>
<th>Attracted companies in 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Technology of voice recognition</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technology of camera-based gesture</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Technology of motion sensor fusion</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Short-range wireless technology</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Technology of photodiode sensor</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Technology of ultrasound or radar-based gesture</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Over 390 companies were attracted in 2020 by touchless human-machine-interface technologies
It is expected that the market with touchless technology will grow in timeframe of 2019-2030 by 9% in the sense of compound annual growth rate (CAGR). The main benefits of non-contact technologies working based on HMI are safety, simplicity of use and conserving of energy sources depending on used technology and the settings of the device. Other pros and cons of selected technologies are stated in the Table 2. [10], [12]

Table 2 Selected pros and cons of specific touchless control technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera-based gesture control</td>
<td>Ability to sense several people simultaneously, up to 8 meters.</td>
<td>Require up to 3 sensors, which increases costs of technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice control</td>
<td>Independent form the time of day can discern voice, are miniature, with low procurement cost.</td>
<td>There is a restriction in the area with background communication noise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye-tracking control</td>
<td>Does not need to sense any other gestures or voices to sense movement of eyes.</td>
<td>One device may recognize only movements of eyes of one person while having a suitable light condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound control</td>
<td>Suitable device for discerning ultrasounds around the device 24/7. It has a lower consumption of power, and it is low cost.</td>
<td>The device can sense ultrasound up to 0,61 cm, but the ultrasound in itself may influence animals in the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity sensor</td>
<td>The device consumes low amounts of power but is combined with touch screen.</td>
<td>The device can sense only within 15 cm radius.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [7], Touch Display Research, Touch and Emerging Display Monthly Report, 2014

In short, there are 5 types of touchless technologies altogether that can react to and recognize gestures, voice, facial features, have touchless sensing or owning personal devices connected to smartphones through which whole technology operates. [14], [16]

From those aforementioned touchless technologies, in logistics and supply chain are commonly applied primarily RFID technologies that are based on radio-frequency communication as a type of sensor. Technology RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is based on passive and active tag, or both tags that are active. An RFID tag is a label consisting of metal elements creating a coil that is able to record information about the product to which this tag is adhered to. RFID is technology created for identifying, tracking, and tracing shipments and consignments in supply chains. It was expected that RFIDs would supplant barcodes in the future, however, there appeared to be obstacles that prevented full-scale implementation of RFIDs in all fields. A depiction of the RFID system is shown in Figure 1. [17], [18], [20]

Intelligent logistics centers based on RFID technology have the operational prerequisites to increase the efficiency of their own operations, as well as to develop novel service models for their customers. Monitoring material flows and handling processes efficiently leads to an important approach to advancing cost efficiency throughout the supply chain, but it further comprises safety and security aspects. Disadvantages of RFID technology
may lay also in environmental burden, as they are starting to create a considerable amount of waste yearly. [17], [21]

Figure 1 Understanding Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Its Impact on the Supply chain.
(Source: [18])

To further improve efficiency of processes and to make all supply chain moves faster than now, it is suitable to select services with automatic identification (Auto ID services). Auto ID services may be specified either for selected company or areal specific in the sense of provided services. Some of those work specifically only on RFID technology, for other services, there is need to add technology such as OCR (Optical Character Recognition) for example to enhance abilities provided by those technologies. Services, in which may be applied automatic identification, are stated in the Table 3. [17]

Table 3 Services for application of Auto IDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Areal Auto ID services</th>
<th>Selected company specific services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle identification, Machine identification, Container identification, Person identification</td>
<td>Product identification, Status in the supply chain, Tagging service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine supervision and allocation, Personnel controlling and allocation</td>
<td>Provision of empty and programmed RFID tags, Data transfer from RFID server to different systems, Provision and leasing of RFID infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle location, Vehicle guidance</td>
<td>Helpdesk, Consulting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [17]

RFID technology is not the only possible way to identify and to track specific products. On the other side, other technologies, such as NFC tags, usually costs more than RFID tags. For customers, however, it is more preferred to spent less for transport costs, thus technology of NFC is not yet so widespread in the sense of tracking. Though, combination of NFC and RFID may lead to fully automates disposal logistics, where sensors integrated in appropriate locations enable identification and weighing as well as monitoring empty bins that need to be cleaned. NFC is however very suitable for contactless payments which implements use of IoT technologies. [19], [20]

Conclusion

All of touchless technologies helps to avoid touching devices by many people, which helps to decrease transmittance of contagious diseases via surface of those devices. Another benefit of using such technologies helps people to do tasks effectively while collecting data quickly. The disadvantage may be the constant acquisition of information, which leads to
increased demand for the used energy sources, the resilience of the materials from which the individual components of the device are made, as well as the potential risk of information leakage in a hacker attack.
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